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ABSTRACT
The effects of altitude change on the temperature, pressure, density, and speed of sound
were investigated. These effects have been documented in Global Reference Atmospheric
Models (GRAMs) to be used in calculating the conditions in various parts of the atmosphere for
several planets. Besides GRAMs, there are several websites that provide online calculators for
the 1976 US Standard Atmosphere. This thesis presents the creation of an online calculator of
the atmospheres of Earth, Mars, Venus, Titan, and Neptune. The websites consist of input forms
for altitude and temperature adjustment followed by a results table for the calculated data.
The first phase involved creating a spreadsheet reference based on the 1976 US Standard
Atmosphere and other planetary GRAMs available. Microsoft Excel was used to input the
equations and make a graphical representation of the temperature, pressure, density, and speed of
sound change as altitude changed using equations obtained from the GRAMs. These
spreadsheets were used later as a reference for the JavaScript code in both the design and
comparison of the data output of the calculators.
The websites were created using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript coding languages. The
calculators could accurately display the temperature, pressure, density, and speed of sound of
these planets from surface values to various stages within the atmosphere. These websites
provide a resource for students involved in projects and classes that require knowledge of these
changes in these atmospheres. This project also created a chance for new project topics to arise
for future students involved in aeronautics and astronautics.
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NOMENCLATURE
ρ (rho)

Density of air [kg/m3]

ρ1

Density at the bottom of an atmospheric layer [kg/m3]

ρSL

Density at sea level [kg/m3]

P

Pressure of air [Pa]

P1

Pressure of air at the bottom of an atmospheric layer [Pa]

PSL

Pressure of air at sea level [Pa]

T1

Temperature at the bottom of an atmospheric layer [K]

T

Temperature at current altitude [K]

TSL

Temperature at sea level [K]

R

Perfect gas constant [J/kg/K]

K

Temperature gradient, of an atmospheric layer [K/km]

g

Gravitational acceleration [m/s2]

h1

Altitude at the bottom of an atmospheric layer [m]

h

Current altitude [m]

ER

Earth Radius [km]

a

Speed of Sound [m/s]

γ

Specific Heat Ratio (gamma)

M

Molecular Weight (gram/mole)

HTML

Hypertext Markup Language

CSS

Cascading Style Sheets
iv

GRAM

Global Reference Atmospheric Model

NOAA

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

GCM

General Circulation Model

EDL

Entry, Descent and Landing
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
This section introduces the study of planetary atmospheres and the procedures used to
map the various layers of the atmosphere. It also provides a background to the examination of
the standard atmosphere. An overview is included of the coding languages used in the websites’
creation.

1.1.1 Introduction to Global Reference Atmosphere Models (GRAMS)
GRAMs were originally created to meet the need for a reference model that covered
geographical variability, altitude ranges from sea level up to space, coverage of thermodynamic
aspects, and wind components. These models can also show other features of the atmosphere to
include disturbances that are a result of turbulence and other such atmospheric deviations [1].
GRAMS have been made for several planets and moons of interest to include: Earth, Mars,
Jupiter's moon Titan, Venus, and Neptune.

1.1.2 Aeronautical Benefits of Reference Models
The use of atmosphere reference models and tables starts when most Aerospace
Engineers are beginning to learn about Aerodynamics. There are several places that an engineer
could go to find data that pertains to Earth’s atmosphere. Many books and papers concerning
1

Aerodynamics and similar areas of study contain tables or reference material that concern the
atmosphere. One important benefit of these models is the design and testing of aircraft.
Creating a standard allows developers to reduce flight test to the same conditions to compare
different flights as well as different planes [2].

1.1.3 Educational Benefits of Online Calculators
The internet has different types of calculators that range anywhere from simple arithmetic
to differential equations. Besides their uses in pure math they also offer calculators from unit
conversions to finances and economics. Sites such as Wolfram|Alpha, DigitalDutch, Google,
and Engineering Toolbox offer user friendly online calculators for a wide variety of applications.
These sites act as a great resource for students as they progress through their respective curricula.
As online calculators continue to become more readily available and more advanced, their
benefits to students and professionals will increase.

1.2 Approach
Before a website can be created several conditions must be met in order to achieve this
goal. Programming languages must be used to mold the site into the final product. Websites
require a domain as well as a server that will host the site. Finally, in order for the site work as
intended it must be located in a place that is easy to access as well as user friendly.

2

1.2.1 Selection of Programming Languages
There are three main programming languages used in the development of a website.
These include: HTML, CSS, and JavaScript but are not the only languages that can be used nor
are there only these three variations. Each language has its own set of syntax and each language
has its own set of rules. Learning these languages was the first step in the process of creating a
user friendly website. Online there are several sites that provide FORTRAN code, written by
NASA, for creating a program that calculates the standard atmosphere. This code acted as a
valuable reference once it was translated [2].

1.2.2 Making the Website Easily Accessible to Students
For this online calculator to be a success, having it in a place easily approachable to
students was top priority. The University of Alabama has systems in place to host new websites
created by the various colleges. These websites will be linked to the Aerospace Department
website and links for each individual website on each page.

1.3 Objective
On top of the classes offered to the students there are also various extracurricular projects
that require knowledge of atmospheric behavior. Classes, such as aerodynamics and
compressible flow, study the dynamics of gases and the effects of these gases on moving objects.
Because of these topics and those of other classes, the atmosphere is often of interest [3]. This
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information frequently requires the student to interpolate between given table values in order to
calculate data not listed.
The objective of this thesis is to develop online calculators for temperature, density,
pressure, and speed of sound in the atmosphere of Earth and select planets/moons of the solar
system. These calculators will allow students easy access to reference atmospheric data, and to
minimize time spent on studying the Standard Atmospheric tables. These will also prevent
students from having to find information on planets/moons that are not typically covered in
school books. Integration of these calculators into the Aerospace Department website will help
students in their coursework during their time in school.

1.4 Thesis Outline
This thesis is divided into seven chapters. Chapter 2 provides a general view of literature
in existence written about the use of atmospheric reference models in the aerospace field, and the
use of programming languages in the creation of engineering tools. Chapter 3 details: the
creation of the HTML code used to construct the website, the modifications made in order to
become user friendly, and methods to blend in with pre-existing University of Alabama design.
Chapter 4 provides the construction of the CSS code used to style and position the website. The
creation and integration of the JavaScript code involved in making the site a calculator and the
equations used in the calculator are the subjects of Chapter 5. Chapter 6 details the
implementation and publishing of the website on the University domain. Finally, Chapter 7
discusses the conclusion to the thesis including the results from the project.
4

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Literature Review Introduction
The atmosphere that surrounds our planet has been and still is one of the most widely
discussed topics in the fields of aerospace, meteorology, and weather both inside the classroom
and in the workforce. Engineers are constantly working to improve designs on aeronautical
vehicles by studying the atmosphere. The literature review in this chapter is intended to acquaint
one with the use of online calculators for educational purposes having a distinct emphasis on the
1976 US Standard Atmosphere and atmospheres of Mars, Venus, Titan, and Neptune.

2.2 Website Design
As discussed in chapter 1 of this thesis, website design is comprised of several different
programming languages used in their creation. In order to make a website that is
straightforward, as well as aesthetically pleasing, the creator must have a considerable
understanding of these languages.

2.2.1 HTML Programming
In 1989 Tim Berners-Lee, a member of the computer services section of the European
Laboratory for Particle Physics, invented the Web with the hope that researchers from across the
globe could collaborate and access each other’s work from their computers [4]. In order for this
5

to work Mr. Lee needed a way to link these documents on his computer to other professionals’
computers and thus the idea of using a hypertext was inspired. At the time hypertext was already
introduced into the world in both the classroom and by computer companies such as Macintosh’s
HyperCard. Raggett, et al (1998). In an online article from 1995 a group explains that HTML is
actually an application of the Standard Generalized Markup Language [5]. This system defines
these structured documents and acts as the root language for HTML and similar languages. At
the time, it was this globally accepted language that HTML was based on. Berners (1995).
Since its creation, HTML has grown and evolved to a much larger and more useful web
language. On the forefront of its development, web browser developers such as Netscape,
established new tags and attributes for the language [6]. After many versions and similar
languages created, the current version is now at HTML5. The concept of HTML5 began back in
2004 with support from the browsers Mozilla Firefox and Opera. Due to many different groups
and developers trying to implement changes to the language, Ian Hickson from WHATWG,
states:
“Features have thus arisen from many sources, and have not always been designed in
especially consistent ways. Furthermore, because of the unique characteristics of the Web,
implementation bugs have often become de-facto, and now de-jure, standards, as content is often
unintentionally written in ways that rely on them before they can be fixed.” [7]
Problems such as these present challenges to the developers but has not slowed down its
progression.
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2.2.2 CSS Programming
Although HTML can add styles and formats to its members there is another language,
CSS, which was made specifically for this feature. CSS got its beginning in 1994 when the
current style options offered by browsers at the time were too basic [8]. Now people consider
HTML to be the structure of a website while CSS is known as the presentation in which both
work together in its establishment. Style sheets are an organized set of instructions that show
how elements in a given HTML code should be displayed on the page. This set of instructions
ranges anywhere from the color and font to position and size of the items [9].
Like HTML, CSS has evolved from its initial release. As it currently stands CSS is on
version CSS3 and maintains most of the original syntax. The idea of CSS is to have a system in
place for designing that is a separate part of your website than its structure [10]. In Figures 2.1
and 2.2 below is a demonstration of what a site looks like without CSS and with CSS. As shown
by the Figure 2.1, not only are many of the HTML words missing due to their color, but there is
also no alignment or background at all due to the lack of CSS shaping the HTML.
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Figure 2.1. Sample of HTML code without CSS file
In Figure 2.2 the full effects of the style sheets can be seen by observing the added colors,
alignments, and information previously hidden.
8

Figure 2.2. Sample of HTML code with corresponding CSS file

2.3 JavaScript Programming
JavaScript was created back in 1995 by a man named Brendan Eich. Netscape hired Mr.
Eich with the condition that he create the prototype to a new language in ten days [11]. This
condition was feasible because Eich had a background in developing new programming
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languages since his days at the University of Illinois and at Silicon Graphics. Netscape wanted a
language that would complement HTML in their browser, Netscape 2.0, which was similar to
Java yet something that would also attract the more amateur programmers rather than just
professionals. Both JavaScript and Java derive much of their syntax from the programming
language, C, and are meant to supplement each other rather than compete. Severance (2012). In
an online article Eich is quoted:
“If I had done classes in JavaScript back in May 1995, I would have been told that it was
too much like Java or that JavaScript was competing with Java … I was under marketing orders
to make it look like Java but not make it too big for its britches … [it] needed to be a silly little
brother language.” Severance (2012).
JavaScript started out with more basic intentions and structure but has since evolved into a very
dynamic and powerful programming language.

2.3.1 Functions as an Interactive Website Scripting Language
JavaScript soon became a very widely used language in the world of the web. More and
more people were demanding a way to have their website do more than simply display
information. JavaScript is utilized to make a web page dynamic by being responsive to user
input, item movement, color changing on its own, or even pop-up windows [12]. These aspects
create a much more versatile and dynamic web page. Due to its enormous amount of success, it
soon became the international standard for online script work and has been called the “glue that
holds web pages together”. Eich said in an article. Andreesen (1998):
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“Calling JavaScript ‘the glue that holds web pages together’ is short and easy to use, but
doesn't do justice to what's going on. Glue sets and hardens, but JavaScript is more dynamic than
glue. It can create a reaction and make things keep going, like a catalyst.”
When JavaScript is used to manipulate HTML to create an interactive website it is called
Dynamic HTML, or DHTML for short. As the language and the web grow so does the consumer
base. This has allowed companies and people to create extensions and improvements for the
language without altering the internal aspects. Along with these improvements, JavaScript is
included on almost every consumer computer that leaves the factory. This makes it something
anybody could use to enhance their creations without having to leave their home [13].

2.3.2 Language for Desktop Widgets and Applications
The web has become available to not only computers but to also to mobile devices.
Applications and widgets have a very versatile use both online and offline. Due to its open
source nature many varieties of JavaScript have become useful in the world of these applications
and widgets. Unlike the original JavaScript made for the enhancement of web pages, it has
become a much larger force in the programming world for applications and widgets [14].

2.4 Global Reference Atmospheric Model
Global Reference Atmospheric Models, or GRAMS, have been developed for Earth,
Mars, Titan, Neptune, and Venus at NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center. These GRAMs were
created to meet the need of atmospheric characterization at potential solar system destinations.
As stated in a 2006 article about these models [15]:
11

“A common characteristic of all these models is their ability to simulate seasonal and
time-of-day variability and uncertainty through the application of quasi-random perturbations to
mean atmospheric parameters.”
Because of these characteristics they assist in the development of aero-assist applications for
current and future missions to these planets. Duval, et al. (2006). Besides their benefit towards
future exploration, they also are used for “scientific study, orbital mechanics, and lifetime
studies, vehicle design and performance criteria, altitude control analysis problems, analysis of
effects of short-term density variation caused by geomagnetic storms, aero braking and aero
capture analysis, and dynamic response to turbulence or density shears.” [16]
The GRAMS, such as the model for Mars, are built based on both simulated experiments
and observations by space probes and rovers. Using a combination of these techniques and the
utilization of the Monte Carlo method, using a large number of repeated random sampling due to
an unknown probabilistic entity to obtain numerical results, to create the GRAM for the planet
[17]. Once created they can calculate the average temperature, pressure, density and wind
conditions at any height within the atmosphere. Besides these conditions the GRAM is designed
to also take into account variations between different times of day and different days in the
planet’s year. Addy, et al. (2004).
In order for a model to account for variations and random perturbation there is a standard
atmosphere reference. This standard atmosphere is a topic widely studied on its own apart from
the GRAM. The GRAM provides all the necessary information and equations necessary to map
out what the atmosphere will look like on a standard day. With this information it is possible for
engineers and engineering students to perform aeronautical calculations and experiments
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concerning not only Earth but for other atmospheres as well. Justus, et al. (1999).

2.5 1976 US Standard Atmosphere
The FAA (2008) explains the atmosphere as being just like the oceans and the land in that
it has its own unique structure and behaviors. It is one large gas mixture that envelopes the
entire Earth extending from its surface up to space. Just like other fluids, the atmosphere is
constantly flowing and changing pressure due to its nature. The perfect gas law states that
pressure change has an effect on temperature and density. Furthermore, as temperature changes
so does the speed of sound. The perfect gas law is also affected by which gases are being
measured by changing the specific gas constant used in the law. Earth’s atmosphere is 78.04%
Nitrogen, 20.95% Oxygen, and approximately 1% other gases and gives a unique gas constant
for that atmosphere. These characteristics are very important to the world of aeronautics because
of how these changes affect aeronautical equipment [18].
Gyatt (2011) States the standard atmosphere is a scientific representation of the effects of
altitude change on temperature, pressure, density, and speed of sound. The 1976 US Standard
Atmosphere is defined by a 2011 article as:
“It is an idealized, steady state representation of the earth's atmosphere from the surface
to 1000 km, as it is assumed to exist during a period of moderate solar activity.” [19]
CavCar (2011) discusses the atmosphere as never truly constant, although, the mean values offer
an enormous benefit to the development of aeronautical equipment [20].
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The atmosphere is broken up into the following layers:


Troposphere (0 to 12 km)



Stratosphere (12 to 50 km)



Mesosphere (50 to 80 km)



Thermosphere (80 to 700 km)



Exosphere (>700 km).

The temperature is calculated differently for each layer and even has multiple equations within
those layers. In a NASA document concerning the Earth GRAM, the authors discuss these
different conditions as follows:
“The temperature below 86 km is specified by segments which are linear functions of
geopotential altitude. Between 86 km and 91 km the atmosphere is assumed to be isothermal and
between 110 km and 120 km the temperature is a linear function of altitude. Between 91 km and
110 km the temperature is represented by a section of an ellipse. Above 120 km the temperature
increases exponentially and is asymptotic to 1000°K.” [21]
Figure 2.3 shows a representation of the temperature profile of the 1976 US Standard
Atmosphere up to 86 km using data as seen in Appendix D Tables D.1, D.2, and D.3.
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Figure 2.3. Temperature vs. altitude of the 1976 US Standard Atmosphere
Here it can be seen that the temperature linearly decreases, linearly increases, and remains
constant as the altitude changes depending upon layer and thus changing the pressure, density,
and speed of sound.
The purpose of this project is to create an online calculator for the atmosphere as it
pertains to the Troposphere, Stratosphere, and Mesosphere. As stated previously, this is the area
of the atmosphere under 86 km in which the temperature functions linearly with geopotential
altitude. The 1976 US Standard Atmosphere is defined in Standard International (SI) units but
will have the ability to convert between a wide variety of units. Provided by NASA is a paper
that includes equations, constants, tables, and graphs of the data for the standard atmosphere
[22]. Besides the prior information there is also an open source code, written in FORTRAN,
provided by NASA and shared through several other websites that models the atmosphere [23].
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2.6 Titan, Mars, Venus, and Neptune Atmospheres
Like Earth, other planets and their satellites in our solar system also have atmospheres.
These atmospheres range from different sizes to different compositions making their profiles
different and unique from that of Earth’s. In order to plan for future missions, both manned and
unmanned, these atmospheres must be understood so that engineers can make appropriate
equipment. While creating these atmospheric profiles scientist must assume that laws of nature,
such as the perfect gas law, still apply on these alien worlds. Figure 2.4 shows a recreation of the
temperature profiles for each using data from Appendix D Tables D.4-D.11 from a 2007 paper
[24].

Figure 2.4. Temperature vs. altitude of each atmosphere. Justus, et al (2007).
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Titan is Saturn’s largest moon and is different than other moons that have been observed
in the solar system. Unlike others, its atmosphere is much thicker and extends over 600 km out
from its surface and is made up of 95% Nitrogen and 5% Methane gases [25]. During various
unmanned missions to this moon many facts about the atmosphere were discovered. On the
surface the temperature was calculated to be around 87.39 K, the pressure 147820 Pascal, and
density 5.832 kg/m3. Using the measurements made by the Voyager vehicle, scientists were able
to create temperature, density, and pressure profiles of Titan’s atmosphere [26].
Mars is the fourth planet from the sun and the second smallest. Despite the difference in
its atmosphere from Earth’s, being 95% Carbon Dioxide, 2.7% Nitrogen, 1.6% Argon and the
remaining 0.7% various gases, it behaves similarly in many ways [27]. Both planets have the
highest temperatures around their equators, close to the same rotation time, and similar seasonal
patterns. On the surface the temperature was calculated to be around 212.06 K, the pressure
557.4 Pascal, and the density 0.0189 kg/m3. Using the measurements made by the Mars rovers,
space probes, and telescopes, scientist were able to create temperature, density, and pressure
profiles of Mars’s atmosphere [28].
Venus is the second planet from the sun and almost as large as Earth. The inside of the
planet behaves like Earth but on the outside it operates under a very different atmosphere.
Venus’s atmosphere is made up of 96.5% Carbon Dioxide, 3.4% Nitrogen, and less than a
percent various gases. On the surface the temperature was calculated to be 735 K, the pressure
9,210,000 Pascal, and the density of 64.79 kg/m3 [29]. Due to the high temperature and pressure
on Venus, space probe mission attempts to land on the surface were challenging. Using these
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measurements scientist have been able to create a temperature, density, and pressure profiles of
Venus’s atmosphere [30].
Neptune is the eighth planet from the sun and the fourth largest in the solar system. The
atmosphere is much larger in comparison to Earth’s and its surface is liquid rather than solid.
Inside the atmosphere the winds can get up to nine times stronger than that of Earth’s, creating
another challenge to missions headed to the planet [31]. Neptune’s atmosphere is made up of
80% Hydrogen, 19% Helium, and 1% Methane and on the surface the temperature was
calculated to be 67 k, the pressure is 1000 bars, and the density 412.45 kg/m3 [32].

2.7 Literature Review Summary
In this chapter the application of online calculators in computing atmospheric data has
been explored in great detail. The use of GRAMS and online calculators in industry uses,
research, and in students’ education has been discussed. The material presented in this chapter is
only a small percentage of the results that pertain to the website coding as well as the
atmospheric models. This thesis was started to create a resource in the aerospace and mechanical
engineering departments through the development of these online calculators. In this respect, this
thesis builds upon the experiences of students involved in classes and projects that pertain to
aeronautical studies that will be valuable to students at the University of Alabama.
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CHAPTER 3
DEVELOPMENT OF THE HTML CODE

3.1 Introduction to HTML in an Online Calculator
As stated in the Literature Review of this thesis, HTML is the skeleton or structure of a
website. Any words, pictures, links, and information that is going to be presented on a website is
created in the HTML portion of a website’s code. For an online calculator to work, the HTML
must create a layout that will make it possible for not only the student to use it, but one that
allows the other code languages to perform their duties.
HTML follows its own set of rules and syntax that have to be learned like any other
language. Websites, such as Codecademy, offer in-depth training on the applications and
abilities of this language [33]. On top of training locations, there are also syntax references and
glossaries, such as w3schools, that provide a list and description of the different syntax used by
the language [34]. The creation of the HTML code for the online calculators is the topic of this
chapter.

3.2 Linking Other Code to HTML
HTML, like most languages, comes with a dictionary full of built-in functions. These
functions help keep the designer from having to re-invent something that has already been
accomplished. These functions range anywhere from linking JavaScript and CSS files to the
HTML code; to utilizing functions from those files with a simple command. In order for
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JavaScript and CSS to be able to work as intended they must first be linked to the HTML.
Figure 3.1 shows the CSS and JavaScript code linked to the HTML.

Figure 3.1. HTML beginning and code linkage
This code represents the top section of HTML. The code on line one lets the web browser know
which version of hypertext markup language is being used in the code. Then the document’s
default language is declared to be English. The links to JavaScript and CSS along with the
website title to be displayed in the search bar are written within the head tags. As shown within
this tag is a description of the link that is provided along with the type and file name. This set of
code allows interactions between the three sets of code.
Once the other files are linked, then the designer may begin to use functions defined in
JavaScript and CSS for use in the HTML code. Figure 3.2 shows a series of code that has both
JavaScript uses and CSS uses distributed throughout the HTML.

Figure 3.2. HTML assortment of code links
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This code starts off with the body onload, and onunload functions created in the JavaScript
program. This tells the web browser that upon loading or leaving the website to activate these
functions. Below this there are several tags called divisions, or divs, which group the items into
respective sections. The class identified next to the division is used as an identifier for the CSS
to style that particular class with CSS code. These divisions are used so that the designer may
group various parts together and even contain sub-groups within these divisions allowing for
many options on the placement of each division.
Once the code has been broken up into divisions and linked then the designer can start
placing the items in the order desired on the page. Here there is a linked picture of Earth and a
quick description of the page with links to the other atmosphere online calculators. These links
display the name of which calculator they lead to and provide the link to this individual website.
As discussed previously, HTML has the ability to style words without the help of CSS and can
be useful when styles are different within a class. Figure 3.3 shows these various links and the
JavaScript functions used to populate the page with certain units upon a click.
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Figure 3.3. JavaScript uses for HTML buttons
There are names and types defined here that will be used in the JavaScript functions such as
TheEnglishUnits (). This can be seen in Appendix C where this name is used inside of
JavaScript to perform a certain task. This is shown at the bottom of the section with options for
SI and English unit selections that activate this JavaScript code upon the user clicking the mouse
over the button.

3.3 Utilizing Pre-Existing Functions within Language
HTML has many functions as seen previously that are prebuilt by its developers to
perform certain tasks when called. One such function allows the designer to create a drop down
selection list using the option value tag. The option value tag can be seen in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4. Option value tag
The option value tag allows the user to present as many choices as needed between these tags.
As shown above not only is the name typed between the tags but the value as well. These values
are all used as identifiers in functions discussed in the JavaScript chapter of this thesis. In each
of these divisions the code provides a unique name for JavaScript identification and activates a
function upon the user selecting one of these options. This tells the code to start a new
calculation upon any change that takes place.

3.4 Creating a Website that Blends with University of Alabama Part I
The University of Alabama has its own style and attributes on its various web pages.
Most of these styles are handled in the CSS portion of the website’s code, but there is
information that must be written in HTML. In Figure 3.5 there are items that lead the user to
straight to the University Of Alabama Aerospace Department.
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Figure 3.5. Links to the University of Alabama
The first part of this code links a NASA image of Earth, taken by Apollo 17 in 1972, to the
Aerospace Department when the user clicks the picture [35]. HTML also has code that allows
alternate sources for links and images in case of the primary source’s failure. This lets the
designer set up a backup in case the browser does not load the first choice or if the first choice is
taken off the web. The last class below the picture is a simple description for the user to inform
which calculator.
The University of Alabama provides a copyright notice and a disclaimer at the bottom of
their websites in order to provide the user with this information if needed. HTML displays
objects in the order that they are presented in the code and since the copyright information needs
to be at the bottom of the page, then it must be at the bottom of the HTML code. This code is
represented in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6. Final HTML code
Below the disclaimer and copyright is the University of Alabama link through a Capstone image
provided by the Alabama webmaster. There is also a link to the source of the information used to
obtain the data for the website so that the user may study the origins of the results. The last two
lines of code are the final tags in an HTML document that close off the beginning tags. These
tags can be considered as a period in a sentence used to express the end of the document.

3.5 User Interface
HTML has provided the tools necessary to make the website very easy to use and
understand. The user immediately sees what atmosphere calculator they are using and the host
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of the website. There are simple instructions and ability to adjust items as necessary to
encompass any changes the user needs to apply to the data. Figure 3.7 shows the completed
website and the interface presented to the user.

Figure 3.7. User interface and website layout of Earth
As shown above the webpage starts with a picture of Earth and “Earth” to let the user know
which calculator they are using. Below Earth are several links that will bring the user to the
calculators of other atmospheres for quick access. Next to this picture are the calculation tables
where the user can input/ change the desired values and see the results populate the table. The
bottom of the webpage displays the University of Alabama information and appropriate links
that bring the user to the source of the atmospheric information and back to the university’s
home page.
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3.6 HTML for Other Planetary Calculators
The HTML for the other four atmosphere calculators, for the most part, contains the same
code. This process allows for the same layout as the Earth atmospheric calculator making them
all familiar to the user. Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show the minute differences in the HTML code and
website layout of Mars. Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show the minute differences in the HTML code
and website layout of Venus. Figures 3.12 and 3.13 show the minute differences in the HTML
code and website layout of Titan. Figures 3.14 and 3.15 show the minute differences in the
HTML code and website layout of Neptune.

Figure 3.8. Mars HTML code difference
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Figure 3.9. User interface and website layout of Mars

Figure 3.10. Venus HTML code difference
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Figure 3.11. User interface and website layout of Venus

Figure 3.12. Titan HTML code difference
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Figure 3.13. User interface and website layout of Titan

Figure 3.14. Neptune HTML code difference
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Figure 3.15. User interface and website layout of Neptune

As can be seen from the figures even the code that is different only has changes in the words
themselves. Since they are different pages then the other planet calculator links must be different
per planet. Besides these links the picture link to the appropriate picture is also different to
display the correct planet/moon.

3.7 HTML Summary
A program has been developed to provide the online atmospheric calculator with the
structure and information needed to perform correctly. The information for this code was based
off of the University of Alabama websites and atmospheric data. This code was developed with
the assistance of programming and website design sources cited in the reference section of this
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thesis. The website, Codecademy, was especially helpful in the building of this code.
This program allows students to have access to all the information and calculation abilities of the
website and links to other sites that may help them with further questions.
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CHAPTER 4
DEVELOPMENT OF THE CSS CODE

4.1 Introduction to CSS
One of the key factors in a website’s ability to be user friendly is how it is styled. A
website can function without CSS and would not be completely void of style but having that
code integrated with HTML allows for a more organized code and more options for the styling.
Using CSS grants the designer access to a very wide range of tools. These tools not only provide
the appearance of the website but control the set up entirely. This grants the site the ability to be
both aesthetically pleasing and displayed in a manner that the user will not be confused by the
choices.

4.2 Formatting in CSS
Formatting in CSS can be arranged by broad built in functions and also custom classes.
CSS utilizes pre-defined classes for HTML manipulation and the ability for the constructor to
define custom classes. In HTML, there are many different types of elements starting from the
whole body of the code, the headlines, and down to single lines [36]. These are items that can be
adjusted as groups in CSS shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1. Pre-existing classes
Below each of these classes are a set of instructions for the code. They identify changes to the
font, size, color, alignments, borders etc. When these classes are called they apply to any element
that identifies as one of these classes. For instance the header class (h1) will apply the specified
styles to all items in the HTML code that are that type of header. Having these pre-existing
classes defined with styles creates a default style for any elements that do not contain a custom
class. However, if the designer uses the custom class function for an element it will override the
pre-existing class for that particular item.
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4.3 Using Classes from HTML to Adjust Style
One way to custom style the HTML code is by using the class feature. This feature
identifies parts of the HTML code as a certain class. Once identified the class can be adjusted so
that the particular item can be changed individually. This type of code can be seen in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2. Class identifiers
Here the class is identified with the .classname syntax and below this the custom design can be
specified. Classes can be used on as many items that designer needs simply by linking them to
the tag in HTML. Similar to other programming languages, these functions can have any name
the designer wishes to use and typically a name that is a simple description works best. In
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Figures 4.3 and 4.4 a demonstration of the effects of the custom class code on the HTML can be
seen below.

Figure 4.3. Custom class effects on HTML

Figure 4.4. HTML without custom class effects
In these two figures the above had all classes in effect, both custom and default. Below the
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custom classes were taken out but the default functions were left active. As can be seen, most of
the original organization has stopped, leaving the webpage to be lackadaisical. Often times the
default functions do not cover all the items in their description and many items that are of the
same nature such as titles and pictures may need different constraints.

4.4 Creating a Website that Blends with University of Alabama Part II
The University of Alabama prefers its family of websites to blend in with each other.
This includes having the appropriate colors and the proper links that belong to the University. In
CSS the way to identify such styles the designer must use the hex color reference number.
Colors all have an associated hex reference number that can be found with a simple google
search. Figure 4.5 shows an example of applying these styles to the website.

Figure 4.5. Hex color styling
In this block of code the style for background-color is identified as #990000 for the class which
is the crimson used by the University websites. The University of Alabama also provides a
copyright notice and a disclaimer at the bottom of their websites in order to provide the user with
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this information if needed. Figure 4.6 shows a simple set of styling code that has made this
information easy for the user to identify.

Figure 4.6 UA copyright and disclaimer style code

4.5 CSS for Other Planetary Calculators
Similar to the HTML code, the CSS for the other atmospheric calculators is almost
completely identical to the 1976 Standard Atmosphere calculator. Since the style and layout of
the websites are to be similar then CSS must also have most of the same code. The only
difference in these sets of code is the reference to their pictures at the top of the webpage. This
code differences can be seen below in Figures 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, 4.10.

Figure 4.7. Mars CSS code difference
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Figure 4.8. Venus CSS code difference

Figure 4.9. Titan CSS code difference
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Figure 4.10. Neptune CSS code difference
As shown above the only difference is the name of the class that controls the planet picture. The
code within this class however is still the same as the other planets’ CSS.

4.6 CSS Summary
A style program has been developed to provide the online atmospheric calculator with
organization and a visually stimulating blueprint. The styling for this code was based off of
styles from other University of Alabama websites. This code was developed with the assistance
of programming and website design sources cited in the reference section of this thesis. The
website, Codecademy, was especially helpful in the building of this code. This program allows
students to navigate and understand the workings of the website.
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CHAPTER 5
DEVELOPMENT OF THE JAVASCRIPT CODE

5.1 Introduction to JavaScript in an Online Calculator
One of the key factors in a website’s ability to do more than just display information is
JavaScript. A website can function without JavaScript but would not be able to incorporate
interactive functions and options. Using JavaScript grants the designer access to a very wide
variety of interactions and abilities that websites did not have before its creation. These
interactions range anywhere from a website that can perform calculations for the user or making
objects on the website move around in different fashions.
Using JavaScript to add this feature to a website that would calculate standard
atmosphere data would provide a great resource to students. This could reduce time spent on
trying to look up the needed values in tables or online documents. It would also prevent students
from having to interpolate between data points in a table if the number that they are looking for
is not provided. The application of JavaScript for the creation of a standard atmosphere model is
the topic of this chapter.

5.2 Calculation of the Atmosphere Values
Before the JavaScript code could be made the results needed to be calculated first in
order to compare and use in the program. The altitude is the key value in determining what layer
the calculations are in and is used in the calculations. Each layer of the altitude has a minimum
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and maximum altitude value that are used in the equations. Depending upon the layer these
values change and must be taken into account in the equations. These will be discussed in more
detail in their respective sections of this chapter and a flowchart of this algorithm is
demonstrated in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1. Flowchart of the algorithm used for calculating the atmosphere program.
Since each layer of the atmosphere needs base values then the first layer’s base values are
those found at sea level. Table 5.1 shows the initial values of the variables when at sea level
[37]. These constants act as base values in the equations for the Troposphere.
Table 5.1. Sea Level Constants

Besides these base values at sea level there are another set of constants used throughout the
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layers. In Table 5.2 these constants used in the equations throughout the standard atmosphere for
air are shown below. Since the atmosphere is made of air then it can be assumed to follow the
perfect gas law. These values of air are needed in order to satisfy all of the variables in the
perfect gas law equation. [38]
Table 5.2. Properties of Air

A standard atmosphere obeys the aero-hydrostatic equation as well as the perfect gas
equation [39]. In the aero-hydrostatic equation the change in pressure is equal to gravity times
the negative density and the change in geopotential altitude. This equation has the form:
dP = −ρ ∙ 𝑔 ∙ dh

(1)

In order to account for the change in gravity as altitude changes the geopotential altitude is used
instead of the geometric altitude. This height is a simplified representation of the height using a
constant variable for gravity and height above the surface. The difference between geopotential
altitude and geometric altitude is negligible in the standard atmosphere range used in this thesis.
Lutze (2014).
In order to simplify further equations a hydrostatic variable is used that combines gravity,
the molecular weight of air, and the gas constant:
gMR =

g∙M
R

(2)

The perfect gas law is defined by this professor as pressure being equal to the density times the
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perfect gas constant and the temperature. Lutze (2014). The perfect gas law has the form:
P=ρ∙R∙T

(3)

These equations are the governing equations used to calculate the density and pressure profiles of
the atmospheres given a height and temperature.

5.2.1 Finding the Temperature Profile
The first objective is to obtain an equation that can represent the temperature at any layer
of the atmosphere. In a paper by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) they describe the temperature as a linear function of height where the temperature at the
current height is equal to the temperature at the base of the atmosphere layer plus the lapse rate,
or temperature gradient, times the difference in the current altitude and the base altitude [22].
This temperature profile equation has the form:
T(h) = 𝑇1 + K ∙ (h − h1 )

(4)

This temperature equation represents all of the layers of the atmosphere up to 86 km. The lapse
rate determines whether the temperature is increasing, decreasing, or constant in a layer based on
its value as seen in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3. Lapse Rate by Layer. Lutze (2014).

This equation is also used in collaboration with the other two governing equations to derive the
pressure and density profiles.

5.2.2 Using the Temperature to Determine the Pressure and Density Profiles
Pressure and density profiles are derived into two separate equations depending on when
the temperature is constant or when the lapse rate is constant. In the 1976 publication on the
standard atmosphere, the NOAA combine the perfect gas law equation and the aero-hydrostatic
equation in order to eliminate the density variable [22]:
dP
P

g∙dh

= − R∙T

(5)

For a constant temperature layer, or where the temperature gradient is zero, the T in this
new equation can be replaced with T1. Due to the pressure and altitude terms being on opposite
sides the first manipulation of the equation is integrating both sides of the equation. This creates
a relationship between the ratio of the current pressure and the base layer pressure that is equal to
the right hand side of equation decreasing exponentially:
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𝑃
𝑃1

=𝑒

−

𝑔
(ℎ−ℎ1 )
𝑅∙𝑇1

(6)

Then by the relationship between density and pressure using the ideal gas law the current density
and the base layer density ratio is equal to the previously derived pressure ratio.
For a constant temperature gradient layer, or where the temperature changes linearly with
altitude, the equation found previously for the temperature profile is inserted into where the T
variable was in the new aero-hydrostatic equation. Unlike the previous equation, where there
was only one temperature variable, this will take into account the effects of temperature as
altitude changes. Using the same procedure as before both sides of the equation can be
integrated since like terms are grouped together. Once integrated the equation is now in a form
that shows a relationship between the change in pressure with the change in temperature:
𝑃
𝑃1

T(h) −g

= ( T )R∙K
1

(7)

Just like before the density is related to the pressure through the ideal gas law. The density ratio
between the current layer density and the bottom of the layer density is equal to the pressure ratio
and the temperature ratio of that layer:
ρ
ρ1

P

T

1
= (P ) ∙ (T(h)
)
1

(8)

The four separate equations provide pressure and density profiles for a standard day up to 86 km.

5.2.3 Using the Temperature to Determine the Speed of Sound
Speed of sound has a direct relationship to temperature and therefore changes as
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temperature changes. The speed of sound is calculated by taking the square root of the specific
heat ratio, gas constant, and temperature as shown below [40]:
a = √γ ∙ R ∙ T(h)

(9)

5.3 Creation of the Standard Atmosphere Program
Once all of the necessary data was collected and calculated then the JavaScript program
could be written. JavaScript, like most programming languages, work from top to bottom of the
code. So the first step in creating a function that calculates the above equations correctly is
declaring variables. The first set of variables declared are the global variables as seen in Figure
5.2.

Figure 5.2. Global Variables.
These variables are called global variables because of their ability to be accessed anywhere in the
code. This allows for JavaScript to access these variables in all functions and in the HTML
code.
The next step in the code is declaring a function that when called will execute a series of
calculations. This first function has its own set of variables and equations that are used to
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calculate the temperature, pressure, density, and speed of sound in the atmosphere. A series of
variables are declared inside the function that use the values from Tables 5.1 and 5.2 and retain
values to be used in the atmospheric equations as seen in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3. Initial part of the equation calculator code where variables are declared.
Within functions it is usual to have checks and balances in order to make sure the correct
information is inputted as shown in Figure 5.4. A switch statement was placed inside the
function
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Figure 5.4. Input altitude check.
to ensure that the altitude selected by the user is within the ranges where these equations are still
applicable. If the user accidentally tries to input an altitude value outside the correct ranges this
code will inform the user of the correct values.
Throughout the code there will be several codes that are there to act as a check for
different scenarios as they may arise. Another check like the above code was made to return the
temperature offset value to zero if the user input a value that is not a number in Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5. Defining the hydrostatic variable, temperature offset check, and array addition.
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Here the hydrostatic variable is defined to allow the computer to simplify more complex
equations. Also there is another if statement instructing the computer to assign appropriate
values of “i” given an altitude depending upon which layer of the altitude. This if/while
statement allows the use of the “i” variable defined earlier to gather information from arrays
shown in Figure 5.6 and store these values into the variables as seen in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.6. Atmosphere layer values stored as arrays.

Figure 5.7. Array values stored inside of variables
Those variables that were defined above now have the ability to accept a given value based off of
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which layer is needed. This is also how the temperature profile equation is defined for use in
further equations.
The last part of the atmosphere calculator function is the profile equations themselves. In
order for JavaScript to calculate them correctly if/else statements are used to determine which set
of equations need to be used. Both the density and pressure equations change depending on the
value of the lapse rate and are activated by this condition. In the code, the computer looks for a
scenario when the lapse rate is extremely small, or zero in this case, so that it does not get
trapped in an infinite loop. Figure 5.8 shows the code for switching between these equations and
the final calculations for temperature, and speed of sound.

Figure 5.8. Pressure, Density, Speed of Sound, and Temperature equations.
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The designer can insert words preceded by two backslashes in order for the code to be more
easily interpreted. These are comments to help out the coder identify what the code is designed
to do so that debugging it later is easier.

5.4 Variable Manipulation Code
Once the atmosphere program was established the other functions of the calculator had to
be developed. Functions were made to provide the calculator with the ability to change units
individually and all at once. The temperature and temperature offset function requires two inputs
that when activated goes through a series of switch statements. Depending upon which unit the
user selects the function will begin the unit conversion of the number as shown in Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9. Temperature and temperature offset converter.
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It can be seen that if an unrecognizable selection is made then JavaScript returns an alert
message to the user.
In order for all of these functions discussed previously to work there must be a function
that uses all of the information calculated by the others and disperses the information
appropriately. The calculation function pulls information from the HTML using the
document.forms and parse.float functions and sends this information through another series of
switch statements as seen in Figure 5.10 [41].

Figure 5.10. Calculator Function
In this code the document.forms function pulls the form data from the HTML files and inputs
them into variables. A similar process occurs with the parse.float function in that it pulls the
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information and saves it as a number within the designated variable. Once this information is
loaded then JavaScript begins the if/else statements to determine if the altitude is invalid then it
will activate the switch statement that opens an error message with the correct range in the
selected unit, and lastly if the data is correct it will display the atmospheric calculations. This
code only had to be changed slightly for the other planet calculators by changing the range of the
altitude allowance.
The last functions that are used to change the values of selection are the SI and English
unit selectors. These functions are activated when their button is clicked on the website. Using
the document.forms function previously discussed it automatically populates the fields with a
predetermined selection. Once complete, JavaScript then activates the two functions to carry out
the calculations and to save the information. This code can be seen in Figure 5.11.

Figure 5.11. SI and English unit selectors
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5.5 Code Control Functions
A number of functions were created with the purpose of controlling the flow of
information. One set of functions are used to locally store a set of parameters using the function
localstorage.getitem and localstorage.setitem. Whenever these functions are called they will load
the item using the built in function and save it locally. These functions are illustrated in Figure
5.12.

Figure 5.12. Loading and saving information locally
Here another function, DefaultLoaderCoder, utilizes the infoloader function to store an input into
a variable and check if it is defined else it returns a different value that is defined as zero.
Another set of functions were designed to retrieve information and store it into a variable
followed by a function used to save that data demonstrated in Figure 5.13. These functions help
save and load information into the functions that connect to the HTML code.
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Figure 5.13. Functions that retrieve and save input information
Another function will then use these functions to retrieve appropriate information when the
webpage is loaded. Since these functions are activated upon loading they automatically load and
store this information into the correct elements for evaluation. These functions can be seen in
Figure 5.14.

Figure 5.14. Functions for loading and saving elements in the program
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Once activated these functions also activate the calculate function to begin the calculations.
These functions store the current input into the declared variables and load them when the user
loads the page. These functions are used in the above code from Figure 5.11 to display the
selected values.
Finally there are functions whose purpose is to activate when there is an error. These
functions make use of the document.getElementbyId function that retrieves an item with the
given identification and inputs into a variable. One uses this to display the error when called and
the other function suppresses it by hiding the display. This utilize the built in function
style.display to either display the error or display nothing referenced from the company, Refsnes
Data (1997). These functions are shown in Figure 5.15.

Figure 5.15. Display and hide error functions
The last function calls these two functions using an if/else statement. This function is designed
to display nothing if activated by an error else it will hide this error and populate the fields with
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the values of whatever function activated it at the specified precision. This function is displayed
in Figure 5.16.

Figure 5.16. Code for displaying variable adjustments
This function not only populates the results with blank values in case of an error but also adjusts
how many significant digits the results have upon their calculation.

5.6 JavaScript Changes for other Atmospheric Calculators
Just as it was with the Earth Standard Atmosphere there are surface constants used to act
as the initial values. Table 5.4 shows the surface value constants for each atmosphere and their
respective acceleration due to gravity.
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Table 5.4. Surface values and acceleration due to gravity for each atmosphere

Along with these values each atmosphere has a unique specific heat ratio and specific gas
constant depending upon what gases occupy that space. In Table 5.5 below these authors also
provide the specific gas constant and specific heat ratio values for each atmosphere.
Table 5.5. Specific heat ratio and specific gas constant for each atmosphere

Using these values and equations derived from temperature profiles the temperature, pressure,
density, and speed of sound were able to be calculated for each atmosphere.
As with the HTML and CSS, the majority of the JavaScript code could remain the same
as the 1976 Standard Atmosphere calculator. The portion of the code that changed involved the
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equations used to calculate the atmospheric data. Provided with an unique set of equations, with
data based off of graphs discussed in chapter 2, it has allowed the other calculators to perform
the necessary math. Figures 5.17, 5.18, 5.19, 5.20, 5.21, 5.22, 5.23, 5.24, and 5.25 display the
differences for each planet in the atmosphere function.

Figure 5.17. Mars JavaScript code atmosphere function
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Figure 5.18. Code for temperature calculation at different layers of Mars

Figure 5.19. Venus JavaScript code atmosphere function
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Figure 5.20. Code for temperature calculation at different layers of Venus

Figure 5.21. Titan JavaScript code atmosphere function
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Figure 5.22. Code for temperature calculation at different layers of Titan

Figure 5.23. Neptune JavaScript code atmosphere function
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Figure 5.24. Code for temperature calculation at different layers of Neptune
The pressure, density, and speed of sound were acquired the same way for each atmosphere
using the hydrostatic equation, perfect gas law, and speed of sound equation. Figure 5.25
displays the code used for these atmospheres.

Figure 5.25. Pressure, density, and speed of sound code for each atmosphere
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5.7 JavaScript Summary
Programs have been developed to provide online atmospheric calculators to assist
students in their classes and extracurricular projects. The 1976 US Standard Atmosphere
equations and their derivatives were written into this function along with those of the other
atmospheres using curve fit software. This code was developed with the assistance of open
source FORTRAN code provided by NASA for the development of the atmosphere functions
provided by Carmichael, R (2013). The website, Codecademy, and several JavaScript reference
books were also helpful resources in the building of this code. This program allows students to
calculate the properties of these atmospheres at various altitudes from their computers.
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CHAPTER 6
PUBLISHING AND IMPLEMENTATION OF WEBSITES

6.1 Introduction to Implementing the Websites
One of the principal requirements for an effective online calculator is that it is accessible.
Factors that subscribe to the accessibility of this website include: knowledge of website location,
web browser compatibility, individual knowledge of the data required. Besides accessibility
there must also be classes and projects that require this type of knowledge for these websites to
serve their purpose. This chapter discusses how the code developed in Chapters 3,4, and 5 can
be implemented to the student body.

6.2 Implementation in Student Projects
At the University of Alabama there are a wide variety of student projects that involve the
atmosphere. These projects and classes now have an easily accessible online calculator to help
them find atmospheric data. These projects and classes include: Rocket Girls, BamaSAT,
propulsion systems, and aerodynamics all of which involve knowledge of the atmospheric
profiles.
Rocket Girls is a team of engineering students who compete in NASA’s University
Student Launch Initiative, USLI, against other university teams. This competition involves the
designing and building of a rocket with a scientific payload to take measurements upon its
launch. This experiment must be relevant research and approved by NASA. The appropriate
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calculations in the atmosphere must be made in order for a successful launch and having an
online calculator will provide the team with more time to focus on more difficult problems [42].
BamaSAT is a near-space platform project created for undergraduates who are interested
in space. This project involves the design of a free-floating balloon satellite that can transport a
payload to a near-space altitude. An altitude of 100 km is the Karman line and is internationally
known as the boundary between earth and space. Near-space however is described as anywhere
from 30-100 km and for the members of the BamaSAT team the platform is created to travel to
30 km [43]. The online calculator will be able to assist these students in calculations up to this
point during the life of the project.
Lastly there are many classes across multiple disciplinary engineering fields that discuss
areas involving the atmosphere. Classes such as Aerodynamics and Propulsion systems not only
study properties of the atmosphere but also the effects of the atmosphere on aeronautical
vehicles, flight, and other types of propulsion systems. In general these books will often times
have a table of the 1976 US Standard Atmosphere in one of their appendices, but are usually
provided in large altitude steps and few unit choices. These books also do not come with tables
for other planet/moon atmospheres requiring students to spend too much research time trying to
track down this information. Having an online calculator can assist these students with quick
atmospheric calculations and provide them with more time to focus on the fundamentals of these
classes.
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6.3 Examples of Applications
Two examples are provided here to demonstrate the use of the Standard Atmosphere
online calculator developed in this thesis. The first example shows a simple aerodynamics
example that provides a set of given data and asks the student to find a variety of different
variables. Consider the following example:
Example 1: Estimate the pressure at an altitude of 6 kilometers in the Earth’s atmosphere
in both SI units and Imperial Units.
This first example can be easily solved using the online calculator. The first step is to input the
given altitude into the online calculator as seen in Figure 6.1 for SI units and Figure 6.2 shows
the same altitude input with the English units selected.

Figure 6.1. Example 1 input with answers in SI units
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Figure 6.2. Example 1 input with answers in Imperial units
These provide the pressure as the problem asked for in both units required of the question.
While this example was relatively simple, it demonstrated just how easily the calculator
obtained the data. In the field of propulsion there are much more complex problems that require
the student to know the values of temperature and pressure at a given altitude in order to
correctly work the problem. For a more complex example, consider:
Example 2: Determine the maximum specific thrust with varying fan pressure
ratio of a turbofan jet engine. Given that you are at a height of 13,000 meters on a
standard day with a flight mach number of 0.8 and a heating value of 43,100 kj/kg
assume average efficiencies.
This type of problem is a common question in the study of propulsion and requires the student to
solve a very long list of equations and conditions. For times when the atmosphere pressure and
temperature not given in the problem statement the calculator provides the student with a quick
alternative looking up the values in a table. Figure 6.3 shows the results from the calculator
input of an altitude of 13000 meters.
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Figure 6.3. Propulsion example results from calculator
From here the student may then begin to use these values in the turbofan engine equations.
These equations require the entrance pressure and temperature to be known in order to calculate
temperatures and pressures within the engine itself.

6.4 Publishing Process
Publishing a website requires a domain name and a server to act as the host. The
calculators are to be linked to the Aerospace Engineering and Mechanics website so that students
would have no difficulty locating the websites. The domain name and server host will be
provided by the University Of Alabama College Of Engineering. The code is saved in three
different files for each website for the HTML, CSS, and JavaScript and will be located on the
server.
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6.5 Publishing and Implementation of Website Summary
In this chapter the applications and implementation of this online calculator was
introduced. The examples shown in this chapter demonstrate the quick ability of this calculator
to provide the student with the needed information. Also in this chapter a discussion on what
type of projects and classes that this calculator can offer direct and useful assistances to those
participating in those projects and classes. Finally the process for which the website was
officially implemented and published onto the University of Alabama’s selection of webpages.
This online calculator allows the student to determine several atmospheric property values for
multiple planetary bodies and it provides an aesthetically pleasing and easy to use problem
solver.
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CHAPTER 7
RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

7.1 Introduction to Results and Conclusion
To gauge the effectiveness of these online calculators discussed in the previous chapters
the results of their calculations needed to be compared to pre-existing data. The comparison of
these results was used to demonstrate the accuracy of these websites in order to be a viable asset
for students now and in the upcoming years. This chapter explains these comparisons, future
work that may evolve from this thesis, and lastly the conclusion.

7.2 Results of Calculator Output versus Atmospheric Tables
As stated in the introduction to this chapter the results are compared in order to gauge the
accuracy of the calculators. The data being used to compare will range from NASA generated
data, data calculated using spreadsheets, and the corresponding output data from each website.
With this data the graphical representations can display the similarities and differences between
the calculator output and data obtained from other sources.
As expected the data for the spreadsheet calculations and the calculator outputs were
identical. This is due to the same equations being used in both scenarios and the JavaScript code
working the way it was intended. Although each of these results originated from NASA, the
sample output data from various NASA documents were not all identical to the results from the
spreadsheet and online calculator outputs. This is mainly due to the many different types of
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variations that occur in an atmosphere. The results for comparison were calculated at not only
different times than the calculators but even different locations causing a slight variation between
the data.
The first calculator for comparison is the 1976 US Standard Atmosphere. Outside data
about this atmosphere varied much less between scholars and thus was easier to compare. In
Figures 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3 the results from the NOAA paper on the 1976 US Standard Atmosphere
vs. the website output for temperature, pressure, and density from Tables D.1, D.2, and D.3 are
compared. NOAA (1975).

Figure 7.1. NOAA vs. calculator 1976 US Standard Atmosphere temperature profile
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Figure 7.2. NOAA vs. calculator 1976 US Standard Atmosphere pressure profile

Figure 7.3. NOAA vs. calculator 1976 US Standard Atmosphere density profile
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It can be seen that there are only very slight differences between the data points and can be noted
that the 1976 standard atmosphere is an accepted benchmark. The difference is most likely due
to the numbers being rounded off differently between the sources.
The Mars online calculator data was much harder to locate due to many of the files have
different locations then what is referenced in various papers. The data compared was taken from
the Mars GRAM user guide that provided sample output values from the Mars GRAM for user
comparison. This data was based on a standard input for the FORTRAN code and was provided
for comparison to personal results. Justus, et al. (2001). In Figures 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6 the results
from this user guide vs. the website output for temperature, pressure, and density from Tables
D.4 and D.5 are compared.

Figure 7.4. Mars GRAM output vs. calculator Mars atmosphere temperature profile
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Figure 7.5. Mars GRAM output vs. calculator Mars atmosphere pressure profile

Figure 7.6. Mars GRAM output vs. calculator Mars atmosphere density profile
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Like Earth’s Atmosphere, Mars experiences seasonal changes and temperature variation due to
location. The temperatures are highest near the equator and during the summer months and
coldest around the north and south poles and during the winter months. Lewis (2003). The
temperature profile for Mars varied with the comparison data more than the other atmospheres,
but is still within the expected range. This was expected due to many of the sample outputs
provided by NASA probes varied widely depending on location and seasonal effects.
The Venus comparison data was provided by a NASA Technical Manual (TM) for the
atmospheric flight on Venus [44]. Like Mars, the information was unavailable in most locations
with only graphs and few details regarding their origins. In order to obtain enough data a curve
mapping technique was applied. In Figures 7.7, 7.8, and 7.9 the results from the TM vs. the
online calculator outputs for temperature, pressure, and density from Tables D.8 and D.9 are
compared. Landis, et al (2002).

Figure 7.7. Venus TM data vs. calculator Venus atmosphere temperature profile
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Figure 7.8. Venus TM data vs. calculator Venus atmosphere pressure profile

Figure 7.9. Venus TM data vs. calculator Venus atmosphere density profile
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The data follows the same pathway with only slight variation as is expected due to variations in
when and where the measurements were taken. These graphs help confirm the equations used in
the calculator will calculate data that follows a similar trend as other data for Venus. Unlike
Earth, Venus displays a more controlled decreasing path for most of the atmosphere below 100
kilometers without changing between increasing and decreasing temperatures.
The Titan data for comparison was provided by a report on General Circulation Models
from the University of Oxford [45]. This report provided a very large amount of altitude points
allowing more to be compared to the calculator. In Figures 7.10, 7.11, and 7.12 the GCM output
vs. the online calculator outputs for temperature, pressure, density from Tables D.6 and D.7 are
compared.

Figure 7.10. Titan GCM output vs. calculator Titan atmosphere temperature profile
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Figure 7.11. Titan GCM output vs. calculator Titan atmosphere pressure profile

Figure 7.12. Titan GCM output vs. calculator Titan atmosphere density profile
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The data follows the same pathway with only slight variation as is expected due to the
measurements being taken at different times and locations. Like previous figures the pressure
and density are based on standard equations. These calculations have produced the same trends
in those profiles as with the circulation model. Titan’s temperature starts similarly to other
atmospheres with an initial decreasing trend but as the layer changes the temperature behavior
also changes.
The last calculator, Neptune, data from Tables D.10 and D.11 will be compared to the
graph provided by NASA on atmospheric entry, descent and landing. Justus et al. (2007). In
Figures 7.13 and 7.14 a comparison of this data vs. the NASA graphs are shown below.

Figure 7.13. Neptune EDL vs. calculator atmosphere temperature profile
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Figure 7.14. Neptune EDL vs. calculator atmosphere pressure profile

Figure 7.15. Neptune EDL vs. calculator atmosphere density profile
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Unlike the other atmospheric data, Neptune did not have as easily accessible information to
compare results. The data above is the comparison between the graph that was used as reference
material to the output of the calculator. These results are almost identical as was expected
showing that this calculator provides accurate information comparable with NASA’s own data.
The pressure and density were calculated using the standard equations discussed in Chapter 5
and created the desired profiles. The temperature profile for Neptune is very similar to Titan and
Mars with an initial decreasing trend followed by a change to increasing temperature with
altitude.
Each figure above display similar qualities that should be noted. The pressure and
density profiles are all exponential curves that decrease with increasing altitude. The
temperature profiles are different for each atmosphere but all show the amount of change that
occurs in temperature as the altitude increases. This changes shows not only the relation
between temperature and altitude, but also the effects of the atmosphere on temperature as
different layers are viewed.

7.3 Results of Calculator Output versus Other Online Calculators
One of the purposes of this thesis is to provide an online calculator for Earth and
additionally for other planetary bodies. Similarly to the earlier discussion there are several
websites that calculate the 1976 US Standard Atmosphere conditions but for other planets there
are either none in existence or they are not searchable in search engines. The 1976 US Standard
Atmosphere will be compared to other online calculators of the 1976 US Standard Atmosphere.
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Figures 7.15 and 7.16 display two separate inputs with different units in the calculator created in
this thesis.

Figure 7.16. First test input data for comparison

Figure 7.17. Second test input data for comparison
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Here the inputs, outputs, and units are clearly displayed and can now be compared to the same
inputs from the other websites. Figures 7.17, 7.18, 7.19, and 7.20 show the inputs and units used
in the previous figures to compare calculated by other online calculators [46] [47]. As can be
seen from these figures the results match with a high degree of precision with the exception of
when the other calculators do not have the same capabilities as the calculator designed in this
thesis.

Figure 7.18. Aerospaceweb.org first test data input comparison
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Figure 7.19. Aerospaceweb.org second test data input comparison

Figure 7.20. Cactus2000 first test data input comparison
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Figure 7.21. Cactus2000 second test data input comparison
Another website used for comparison was Digital Dutch. This website provided a great
resource for understanding the capabilities of an online calculator. Although none of the code
for Digital Dutch was used it still acted a resource for studying the uses of various built-in
functions in webpage code. This website also provided useful links and references showing the
user where the information used on the calculator was found [48].

7.4 Future Work
The calculators developed in this thesis were only made for the atmospheres stated
previously. These calculators provide the bulk of the code necessary for someone to make
websites for other planets and moons in the future. Besides atmospheres, it promotes the use of
online calculators for multiple types of sciences across the engineering departments. The
internet is a resource already being used almost exclusively by students to find the information
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they need for their studies. The more resources that can be provided on the internet the more
likely future students will be able to learn about the material.
Calculators for unique functions are not just found online or in Microsoft Excel. The
world of computer, tablet, and smartphone applications has risen to the ability of downloading
complex calculators to these devices. In future work these calculators and others could be made
into the form of an application or desktop widget for the user to have on his/her mobile device.

7.5 Conclusion
This thesis focused on the development of a group of online calculators for the 1976 US
Standard Atmosphere, Mars, Venus, Titan, and Neptune. These websites would help promote
student learning and encourage new projects concerning space aeronautics. At the end of this
thesis the following has been obtained:


Website created for 1976 US Standard Atmosphere
o

Website could calculate Temperature, Pressure, Density, and Speed of Sound at a
given altitude

o

Website could change units as a whole and for each individual variable

o

Website is user friendly and calculates accurate data as seen in Figures 7.1, 7.2,
and 7.3



Website created for Mars Standard Atmosphere
o

Website could calculate Temperature, Pressure, Density, and Speed of Sound at a
given altitude
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o

Website could change units as a whole and for each individual variable

o

Website is user friendly and calculates accurate data as seen in Figures 7.4, 7.5,
and 7.6



Website created for Venus Standard Atmosphere
o

Website could calculate Temperature, Pressure, Density, and Speed of Sound at a
given altitude

o

Website could change units as a whole and for each individual variable

o

Website is user friendly and calculates accurate data as seen in Figures 7.7, 7.8,
and 7.9



Website created for Titan Standard Atmosphere
o

Website could calculate Temperature, Pressure, Density, and Speed of Sound at a
given altitude

o

Website could change units as a whole and for each individual variable

o

Website is user friendly and calculates accurate data as seen in Figures 7.10, 7.11,
and 7.12



Website created for Neptune Standard Atmosphere
o

Website could calculate Temperature, Pressure, Density, and Speed of Sound at a
given altitude

o

Website could change units as a whole and for each individual variable

o

Website is user friendly and calculates accurate data as seen in Figures 7.13, 7.14,
and 7.15
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APPENDIX A
Hypertext Markup Language Code

Code for the atmosphere calculators was written and tested for web browser compatibility. The
code for the HTML introduction, input fields, and calculator links are shown below.

Figure A.1. Code for HTML linkage to CSS and JavaScript with title

96

Figure A.2. Code for Earth picture link and other planet calculator links

Figure A.3. Code for unit change buttons with form identification
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Figure A.4. Code for the input table title and altitude input options

Figure A.5. Code for temperature offset input and options
HTML code for the result fields and the options of those fields are shown below
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Figure A.6. Code for results table class and temperature field with options

Figure A.7. Code for pressure field with options
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Figure A.8. Code for density field with options

Figure A.9. Code for speed of sound field with options and results end statements
HTML code for the University of Alabama information links and code for website reference link
are shown below.
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Figure A.10. Code for University of Alabama information and reference link

Figure A.11. Code for University of Alabama picture link and HTML end statements
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Figure A.12. Code for Mars HTML difference from original

Figure A.13. Code for Titan HTML difference from original
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Figure A.14. Code for Venus HTML difference from original

Figure A.15. Code for Neptune HTML difference from original
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APPENDIX B
Cascading Style Sheet

Code for the atmosphere calculators was written and tested for web browser compatibility. The
code for the CSS general styling classes and large page divisions are shown below.

Figure B.1. Code for generalized body and child tag styling
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Figure B.2. Code for generalized header styling for all three size types
Code for the custom styling and formatting of the website’s individual classes is shown below.
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Figure B.3. Code for positioning and styling of the picture of Earth and planet links

Figure B.4. Code for the styling and formatting of the large divisions
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Figure B.5. Code for the styling and positioning of the title classes

Figure B.6. Code for the styling and formatting of the results table
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Figure B.7. Code for the styling of headers and University of Alabama information

Figure B.8. Code for styling and formatting of the input tables and individual fields
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Figure B.9. Code for the styling and positioning of the altitude error box

Figure B.10. Code for Mars CSS difference from original

Figure B.11. Code for Titan CSS difference from original
109

Figure B.12. Code for Venus CSS difference from original

Figure B.13. Code for Neptune CSS difference from original
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APPENDIX C
JavaScript Code

Functions for the atmosphere calculators were written and tested for web browser compatibility.
The code for the JavaScript atmosphere equations is shown below [49] [50].

Figure C.1. Global variables declared for use throughout program

Figure C.2. Atmosphere equation function with initial variables
111

Figure C.3. Arrays for storing information at each altitude layer

Figure C.4. Switch and case statement for checking altitude input

Figure C.5. Code for altitude array loop
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Figure C.6. Code for Hydrostatic variable and temperature offset check

Figure C.7. Code for array storage into variables for calculations
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Figure C.8. Code for final temperature, pressure, density, and speed of sound equations
Functions for the loading and saving of information in the JavaScript program and within the
HTML code are shown below.

Figure C.9. Code for loading information stored locally
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Figure C.10. Code for loading value or zero

Figure C.11. Code for retrieving information from selected index

Figure C.12. Code for saving information into local storage
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Figure C.13. Code for loading values into the HTML fields

Figure C.14. Code for saving values into the HTML fields
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Figure C.15. Code for loading the units in HTML to default values
Functions for value conversions, displaying information and errors, and calculations are shown
in the code below.
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Figure C.16. Code for displaying errors in HTML and for hiding errors

Figure C.17. Switch case statements for temperature offset conversion to SI units
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Figure C.18. Switch case statements for temperature conversion to SI units

Figure C.19. Code for displaying information from other functions
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Figure C.20. Code for calculating atmosphere function with appropriate data
The Code differences between the other atmospheric calculators and Earth can be seen
below.
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Figure C.21. Code for Mars atmosphere function difference from original

Figure C.22. Code for Mars atmosphere equation difference from original
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Figure C.23. Code for Titan atmosphere function difference from original

Figure C.24. Code for Titan atmosphere equation difference from original
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Figure C.25. Code for Venus atmosphere function difference from original

Figure C.26. Code for Venus atmosphere equation difference from original
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Figure C.27. Code for Neptune atmosphere function difference from original

Figure C.28. Code for Neptune atmosphere equation difference from original
124

Figure C.29. Code for pressure, speed of sound, and density difference from original
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APPENDIX D
Atmosphere Data
The spreadsheet calculations for the Earth atmospheric data used in the website are shown here
for validation purposes. Lutze (2014). The units are as follows: meters for the range, kelvin for
the temperature, Pascal for the pressure, kg/m3 for density, and meters per second for speed of
sound
Table D.1. Earth atmosphere values from 0 to 30 kilometers. Lutze (2014).
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Table D.2. Earth atmosphere values from 31 to 60 kilometers. Lutze (2014).
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Table D.3. Earth atmosphere values from 61 to 84.852 kilometers. Lutze (2014).

Below are the spreadsheet calculations for the other atmospheric data used in the websites. This
data is the calculated data based on the graphical representations from NASA. Justus, et al
(2007). The units are as follows: meters for the range, kelvin for the temperature, Pascal for the
pressure, kg/m3 for density, and meters per second for speed of sound.
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Table D.4. Mars atmosphere values from 0 to 100 kilometers. Justus, et al (2007).

Table D.5. Mars atmosphere values from 100 to 200 kilometers. Justus, et al (2007).
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Table D.6. Titan atmosphere values from 0 to 100 kilometers. Justus, et al (2007).

Table D.7. Titan atmosphere values from 100 to 200 kilometers. Justus, et al (2007).
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Table D.8. Venus atmosphere values from 0 to 100 kilometers. Justus, et al (2007).

Table D.9. Venus atmosphere values from 100 to 200 kilometers. Justus, et al (2007).
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Table D.10. Neptune atmosphere values from 0 to 100 kilometers. Justus, et al (2007).

Table D.11. Neptune atmosphere values from 100 to 200 kilometers. Justus, et al (2007).
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